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Discover Mauritius, Reunion & SeychellesGlide alongside sea turtles through the coral canyons and

giant arches of Mauritius' underwater world.Rocket through forest and sugarcane fields mountain

biking the head-spinning slopes of Reunion's Le Maido.Dine beachside on Praslin's most succulent

seafood by the light of flickering candles.In This Guide:Two authors, 87 romantic sunsets, 15 days

of jungle hiking, one erupting volcano.Dedicated hiking and diving chapters for those who need a

break from beautiful beaches.Covering everything from guesthouses and self-catering options to the

ultimate superslinky hotels.Content updated daily: visit lonelyplanet.com for up-to-the-minute

reviews and traveler tips.
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Nobody covers the world like Lonely Planet.' --New York Post, May 2004

Who We Are At Lonely Planet, we see our job as inspiring and enabling travelers to connect with

the world for their own benefit and for the benefit of the world at large.   What We Do * We offer

travelers the world's richest travel advice, informed by the collective wisdom of over 350 Lonely

Planet authors living in 37 countries and fluent in 70 languages. * We are relentless in finding the

special, the unique and the different for travellers wherever they are. * When we update our

guidebooks, we check every listing, in person, every time.  * We always offer the trusted filter for

those who are curious, open minded and independent. * We challenge our growing community of



travelers; leading debate and discussion about travel and the world. * We tell it like it is without fear

or favor in service of the travelers; not clouded by any other motive.   What We Believe We believe

that travel leads to a deeper cultural understanding and compassion and therefore a better world.

I have been reading stories that refer to Reunion Island, and I knew nothing about it. Thanks to this

book, I'm not exactly walking the streets of Saint-Denis, but I'm pretty close, and it's helped a lot. I

don't think my fractured French would be much help if I was really there, but it's nice to read about.

It's certainly better than any other source I've found for learning about Mauritius, Reunion, or the

Seychelles, guidebook or not!

Not much alternative for here but pretty up to date.

This applies to Mauritius & Reunion ONLY. We have not been to the Seychelles, so I can't say

whether this is useful for there.Excellent little guide for a family traveling in these volcanic islands.

We used the guide for both Mauritius and Reunion and found it to be very good, accurate, reliable,

and insightful. Many of the favorite activities and special features (often fully described in text boxes)

became our favorites as well.A single flaw was that in keeping with Lonely Planet's origins as a

backpacker and youth hostel market focus, much is made of public transportation in these locations.

In Reunion in particular public transportation exists, is adequate, inexpensive, but is a time

consuming method of getting around. Considering that we spent ten days in a rental economy car

and barely consumed 20 liters of gasoline, all but the most pure of the ecotourists would find that an

acceptable trade off on carbon footprint for four people getting around. LP should say so up front:

rent a car if you want to reasonably explore the island's joys.Restaurants, maps, activities, sites,

hikes, transportation and hotels were all as described. The off-the-beaten path suggestions were

often the best in Reunion (Gite de Theophane will always be remebered).LP consistently puts out

an excellent product, and I highly recommend this guide.
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